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DISCLAIMERS

The findings in this report are not to be construed as a. official

Department of the Army position unless so designated by other
authorized documents.

When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used
for any purpose other than in connection wich a definitely related
Government procurement operation, the United States Government
thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and
the fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in
any waV supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data
is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner
licensing the holder or any other person or corporation, or convey-
ing any rights or permission, to manufacture, use, c,r sell any
patented invention that may in any way be related thereto.

Trade names cited in this report do not constitute an official
endorbernent or approval of the use of such commercial hardware
or software.

DISPOSITION INSTRUCT IONS

Destroy this report when no longer needed. Do not return it to the
coriginator.
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? - Uo S. ARMY AIR MIOeLITV RESEARCH A ,EVELOPMENT LABORATORY

EUSTIS DIRECTORATE0 FORT EUJSTIS. VIRGINIA 23"04

Tnis report was pzepared by ch - Boeing Company, Vertol Division under the
terms of Contract DAA02-72-C-(009.

In this zffort, iL uas sheav that the current state-of-the-art trans-
mission gear =terial is not capable of operation at 100-percent Dower for

30 minutes in a nonlubricated environment. ihe results indicate that
there must be some amount of lubrication or cooling to prevent the gear
teiperature from reaching a point where the metal begins to flow and
failure occurs. Further study is inAicated to develop a thermal map of
the transmission which would be useful in predicting the =mii- x-ount
of lubrication or cooling that is necessary.

The technical monitor- for this contract were Fir. James T. Robinson and
SP4 Vick H. Crawley of the Safety and Survivability Division.
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SIUY4ARY

This report s-resents the r-esults of' tests conducted to evaltIu-
ate the perrormarce of- sp iral bevel gear-s made from VASCO-X2
steel when they are operated without lubricata--ng oil-

Spiral bevel nears mad ro AS 9310 steel and identical
gears made from VASCO-X2 steel were run uinner load in a re-
generative (four-squar-e) test stand. The pur-pos2 of7 ttiZs
testing was to evaluate the effect of marteraial nronart -es on
the performance of main nwer gears in a non.!ubricacted (less-
or-~oil) environtment.

The general conclusron-s off t&his r-enorE are su=--arized as
fllow vns:

1. The aitantt tCo measure aear-blank tennverature by the use
of temn-nlt sensors i-as not successful1, because the
sensors failed uinner exoosure. to oi er Ph epr
attires. T-Phe use of thermal cr ayons tar the relative
measurement of near-blank temnerature, however, was suc-

= ~cessf'ul, n that coonnrtv enrt detrntis
were made between 8rue var-ious tests.

2. The qear steel compositions used in. tai procr -did not
show a significant d e I e ce in o pe a t c time ( non-

lubricated) at the fu aodee
-'The nc-s-_ (ar ---proimatel -to 1) resultinc

Lrom the o-racina± recrn- 0c 'he tt ezsst s 'izzens an eared
Cecr c 85-eren load cve±Fa ex--.o

to be insurrrcient to ac-ned- tn UZnenle -o
exaerience=7 curinz tsfe nonr -;a-on esti na at the 10 0-

Tes runs at t-he 5-rctc level -sultedinlat
surfac distress.,naa: i neainlla a
aszcnrr.zcant;_ effec on su-vriina: ti-m Ler a -at-

fral lure.

S. mer-e were tfS~~1. est e-t voi n .. es-a-blish a
staistca 1 evluation of the test results.
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INTRODUCT ION

Ii The objective of this program was to investigate the potential
of improving the survivability time of the main power spiral
gears in an emergency nonlubricated environment by experimen-
tally testing bevel gears fabricated from a carburized, high-
hot-hardness, tool steel.

Considerable effort has been expended by industry in recent
years i-i the development of failsefe rolling-element bearing
designs with the capability of emergency operation in a
hostile (loss of oil) environment for a reasonable 3ength cf
time. However, the practicality of extended survivability for
a helicopter power transmission is also dependent on the final
development of a failsafe power gear train and a supporting
bearing system.

The results of several recently completed gear test programs
by BoeingTs Vertol Division have indicated that the high-hot-
hardness characteristics of VASCO--X2 steel have the potential
for imiroved performance in a high-load and/or high-temperature
operating environment.

This report presents the results of a prcgram conducted by
Vertol to evaluate the performance in a nonlubricated environ-.
ment of main power spiral bevel gears manufactured from the
currently used gear steel, AISI 9310 (AMS6265), and from
VASCO-X2 steel.

I
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_TECHNIfAL APPROACH

BACKG ROUND

Previouz development efforts to improve power transmission
gear materials have not considered high-hot-hardness character-
istics and emergency operation under no-oil conditions. The
need for improved gear materials has usually been based on the
desire for higher load-carryinq capacity without increases in
gear size. This requirement has resulted in an effort to
improve core strength and hardenability. In the past, gear
steel development has been essentially limited to the addition
of varying quantities of carbon, chromium, nickel, and molybde-
num as alloying elements. However, the choice of alloying ele-
mends is dictated by the effects of the elements on the unifor-
mity of carburizing and the compatibility of case-core heat
treatment. The present standard gear material of the aerospace
industry is AISI 9310 steel. This material incorporates these
alloying elements to a dearee and generally provides a good
combination cf properties. The current aerospace gear steels
are heat-treated by conventional quench and tempering methods.

In the past, helicopter main pcwer -ear design was based
primarily on bending fatigue slrength, usually resulting in
the selection of coarse--pitch tooth designs. This approach
has often limited the surface durability in favor of bending
strength and produced early surface failures (scuffing, pit-
ting, etc.). Scoring (scuffing) is a phenomenon which occurs
when the film of lubricating oil breaks down and permits metal-
to-metal contact of the gear tooth surfaces. This metal-to-
metal contact results in the development of high frictional
.-at which, in turn, tempers the aear tooth s:Ar'aces. CGM;in-
ued operation ander these conditions will ulti-ateily ;oe
metal flow, which alters ",e tooth profiles and destroyc- -he
load-carrying capacity of the gear set.

Advanced gear materials now in the process of Jevelopment
indicate the capability to resist plastic 4low at &.evated
temperatures. Past experience with helicoptei transmission
operation during emergency conditions (loss of lubzication)
indicates that the resulting high-temperature environment
requmres a gear material with the capability c- resisting
excessive erosion and softening of L zarburized case, and
still imainta:n sufficient hardness. The candidate materiais

2



under development that display this potential are secondary
hardening steels, similar to those used in tou± fabrica-

tion. These materials develop their maximum hardness by
tempering between 9501Fand llOOcF. Thermal exposure of these
materials to temperatures below the'tempering range will not
significantly alter room temperature hardness, as compared to
conventional carburizing steels that will display case soft-
ening at temperatures as low as 3501F.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The main gearboxes of current helicopter power transfer
systems are the heart of the propulsion systemr, charaed with.

tremendous responsibility for safe flight of the entire
aircraft. There are few other types of vehicles which place
such stringent demands on power gears and Dearings for reli-
ability and performance. Combat operation of helicopters in

Southeast Asia has shown that the beli--oDter oil-cooling
system is susceptible to combat damage due to the remote I
location of coolers and blowers with thleir extensive plumbing
systems.

This service experience (corroborated bv tests) indicates the
dependence of the helicopter transmission ryite- on a contin-

_,uous flow of lubricating oil to the main poker -earS and
bearings. On the occasions when'the oil suDlv has been
interrupted, the transmission -:r i¢a! tizas are of extremely
short duration, particulariv in the axea of h;gh innut speed.

Interruption of this oil flo- from any cause would normally
dictate an immediate power-off descent and iandinq. Under cer-
tain circumstances, such, as over open water, over enemy terrain,

or in the dark, this would be a hazardous operation. It is
therefore obvious that a need exists for prolonging f-he safe
operation of the drive system for approxin.ately 30 mlrutes
after the loss of oil.

Main power gearing- in current heliccpter transm-;ssicrs --s
limited in loaJ-carrying capacity by the faci: that current

gear materials are subject to early surface fLi]U .n the
form of scuffing, pittinq, or spalling. TI1e b-nding strength
and flexural resistance of these materials have not typically

p.mposed significant limitations on performance.

A!



The primary concern of the transmission gear design engineer
is to provide adequate ttoth strength in orJer to preclude the
possibility of catastrophic failure; therefore, gear materials
have been selected cn the basis of beam strength requirements.
The current family of aerospace carburizing gear steels has
very l-imited hot-hardness capabilitv. Experience with these
steels has not demonstrated a significant effect in resisting
the scuffing or pitting hazard. The implication is that these
s*-eels will not provide adequate survival time -nder conditions
of total oil loss, whereas a hot-hardness steel cculd provide
for an adequate failsafe operating time period.

The contractor has corducted several programs under Governmint
and company funding to evaluate candidate advanced ?ear I
materials. One material is identified by no.enclature as
VAScO-X2 steel. Several formulations of this high-hot-hardness
tool steel have been investigated. Some formulations dif::ered
in chemical composition; the percentaaes of both carbon and
tungsten were varied. The test data from these programs

a substantial increase in tooth loading without resultina -n

a surface or bending tooth failure.

;
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TEST METHOD

TEST SPECIMEN DESIGN

Spiral bevel gears from a previous Government-sponsored test 4

program (Contra±ct DNAJOl-70-C-0453(lG), AVJSCOM) were use3 as
the test snecimens-

Eight each spiral bevel pinions and gears of AISI 9310 AMS6265
steel, part numbers SK23409-1 and SK23410-l, were reground to
re-move the tooth surface finish resulting from the previous
program for use as the baseline test gears. Eight each spiral

0a bevelI pinio ns and gears of VASCO-X2 consiunable-electrode
k ~vacuium-melt (C%/M) steel, Dart nili-mbers SK234li-l and SK23412-l.

were reground to remve the tooth surface finish from the
previous program and were used as the test gears for comparison
with the baseline gears. All the test specimens were designed
to the following general specifications:

Diarmetral Fitchk 5-833 (nonciimensionai)

Pitch Diameter Pinion C.00 inches, aea-r 7.372 inches

Face Width 1-426 inches

Nubrof Teeth Pinion 35, gear 43

EPressure Angle 22 decrees 36 minutes

Spiral Angle 26 degreesITh~e detail specifications for the test gears-- are shown in the
engineering drawings, fi1gures I through 4.

KATERIAL

The baseline spiral bevel test pinions (SK23409-l) and test
gears (SK23410-l) were made oftr AISI 9310 (AM5S6265) cons-mable-
electrode vacuum~-uelt steel. This material i-= currently used
f or most helicopter miain power gears. The rema~ining test

s:3iral bevel Dinions (5123411-1) and test gear-s (5123412-1)I were of VASCO-X2 (0.15 carbon) consumable-electrode vacuum-

melIt steel. This steel had sht-own pre:.libc of increasedt
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Figure 7. As-Received Condition of VASCO-X2 Test Gears
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TABLE II. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TEST GEARS

Percent by Weight

AISI 9310 (AMS6265) VASCO-X2 C11

Eement Specified Actual Specified Actual

Carbon 0.07 to 0.13 0.11 0.12 to 0.16 0.17

Manganese 0.40 to 0.70 0.75 0.20 to 0.40 0.29

Silicon 0.20 to 0.35 0.37 0.80 to 1.00 1.00

Chromium 1.00 to 1.40 1.33 4.75 to 5.25 5.10

Molybdenum 0.08 to 0.18 0.09 1.30 to 1.50 1.50

Vanadium - 3.40 to 0.50 0.52

Tungsten - 1.zo to 1.50 1.38

Nickel 3.00 to 3.50 3.25 - -

Case hardness - 61 to 62 - 62 to 63

Core hardness - 44 - 36

Grain size - - 8

Preceding page blank
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test gear mesh oil jet for the nonlubricated portion of the
test. Figure 8 shows the configuration used for this program.

TESTING TECHNIQUE

The primary test variables were shaft torque and oil inlet
temperature. Gear tooth load was a function of shaft torque.
which was applied through a lever system at the beginning of
each test run. Torque levels were observed on a Strainsert
SR2 instrument at the beginning and end of each test run.
Deviation from the initial target torque was controlled within
±5 percent at test startup.

The torquemeter was calibrated before and after the test
program on a Riehle deadweight torsion test machine (Figure 9).
Recalibration curves agreed with the initial curves within
2 percent. Test time (cycles) was determineJ by a log record
of running time and an elapsed-time meter at the test stand
console. Power was supplied by a 100-hp electric motor
driving the input shaft through a toothed-belt arrangement,
maintaining the input pinion speed at 3,410 rpm.

Inlet oil temperature for the test gearbox was controlled at
190+50F, with an oil pressure of 55+5 psi. The oil used for
lubrication of the test gears was MIL-7808-G. Test runs were
begun after the outlet oil temperature stabilized.

Before the test runs were begun, deflection tests were con-
ducted by mounting the test gears in the test box, applying
specified loads, and rotating the gear set through mesh by
hand, to evaluate the contact pattern (load distribution).

T:e test procedure used fot all gears in this program was the
same. Each gear set (spiral bevel pinion and gear) was
installed in the test gearbox, with the specified backlash at
the specified mounting distance. The lubricating oil was
heated to 190+50F and then circulated by the pumps. Torque
was applied after stabilization of the oil outlet temperature;
the test run began at this point. The test schedule given in
Table III was performed on both the AISI 9310 steel and the
VASCO-X2 steel spiral bevel gears as follows:
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TABLE MI. TEST SCHEDULE
i Percent Load

With Lubrication Nonlubrication

1/2 Hi 1/2 Hr I Hr
Set Run-In Run-In Run-In 30 Min (Max)

1 50 50 100 100

2 50 50 100 100

3 50 50 85 85
4 50 50 85 85

5 50 50 70 70
6 50 50 70 70.

The ru-in tests were used to determine temperature stabiliza-
tion, wearing-in of the tooth profiles, and general system
checkout. At the conclusion of these runs, the gear tooth
surfaces were visually inspected to evaluate the sunface
co .dition.

GEAR STRESS CALCUTIONS

To maintain a consistent and accurate rating practice, most of
the major aircraft companies and engine manufacturers use
the American Gear Manufacturer's standards for strength rating.
Although the AGM gear rating formulas for strength and dur-
ability Drovide for the use of modifying factors to account
for misalignment, laynamic conditions, overload conditions.
size effect, etc., specific values for these factors as app-li-
cable to helicopter transmission gears do not exist- This
requires a conarison of gear stresses with operational and
test experience gained in previous design efforts.

The methods and/or experience currently -eing used for
forecasting stress allo-ables and gear life in the design of
helicopter trans-ssion gearing cannot -e applied directly for
test specimens operating in gear research type test stands.
The alignmnt, rigidity. dynamics, etc., of an R&DD test stanid
act to improve the load capacity of the actual test specimens.
Past experience witi the Boein-Vertol R.&D test stand used for
this proaram has indicated an increased load capacity for test
gears (depending on gear type- ) in the range of 1.5 to 3.0
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times ttha design allowables established for aircraft power
Sears. Consequentiy, it is not practical to establish a basic
load leve1 for test gears in the design stage for R&D opera-
tion-in a test stand environsent without relating th-.ese loads
to standard design practice- Therefore, it must be exoected
that baseline configuratio; test gears will operate in an R&D
test stand at stress levels above the 100-percent load level,
which has been established for operation in an aircraft trans-
mission, without failure. -

The 100-percent design load for the test gear config-urations
utilized in this test program was established a n d defined as
that load (10,000 inch-pourns pinion torque) which results in
a bending stress of 31,400 pofinds per square inch and a Hertz
stress of 211,000 pounds per square inch, which is comensurate
with current levels established for helicopter main power

F_ spiral bevel gears.

The test gear-stress levels presented in this report were cal-
culated by an existing Boein-Vertol canpt~er program based on
the Gleason method and the following AGIA Standards:

.216.01 - Surface Durability (Pitting) Formulas fzr
Spiral Bevel Gear Teeth

223.01 - Rating the Strength of Spiral Bevel Gear TeethI

°AGmA Standard 223.01 rates the bending strength of spiral
bevel gear teeth as follows:

St Wt x Ko Pd Ks xm

where St = calc-tt-ted tensile stresc: at root of tooth in
pou.ds per square inch

Wt = tra-i--i ted tangential load in nounds

Ko = overload factor I
Kv = dvnaai- factor

Pd = diametral pitch at large end of tocth I

F = face width in inches

Ks = size factor

Km = load- distribution factor

J geometry ac..orI
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For the test specimens in this program, assume that

Ko, Kv =1.0

F=1.426

Pd = 5.833

J = 0.3067 (calculated by computer program)

Ks = 0.6416 J
Km =1.1

Therefore, the test specimen tensile stress is

s Wt x 1.0 5.333 0.6416 x 1.1t .0 x 1. 42---- x 0.3067

St 9.421 Wt (see Figure 10)

AGA Standard 216.01 rates the contact stress of spiral bevel
gears as follows:

Sc =Cp Wt x Co x F x x xCf

where Sc = calculated maximum contact stress in pounds per

square inch

Co = elastic coefficient (2,800 for steel)

Wt = transmitted tangential load at operating pitch j
diameter in pounds A

Co = overload factor

C- = dynamic factor

d = pinion operating pitch diamete2r in inches

F = face width in inches

Cs = size factor

Cm = load distribution factor

i = geometry factor

Cf = surface condition factor
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For the test specimens used in this program, assume that

CO, Cv, CS, Cf = 1.0I

F = 1.426

Cm = 1.1i
T = 0.0767 (calculated by computer

program)

d =6.00

Then,

SC 2800 1Wt x 1.0 x 1.0 1.1 x 1.0
Sc= 4 1.0 6.000 x 1.426 0.0767

Sc =2800 1.1 W (see Figure 11)

10.6562
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TEST RESULTS

DEFLECTION TEST

Analytical evaluation of the load-carrying capacity of bevel

gears involves assumptions regarding the nature of the tooth
bearing for the specific gear mountings under load. Unless
these assumptions are relatively accurate, actual stresses

may vary considerably from the calculated values, resulting
in a possible life reduction.

During manufacture of bevel gears, the desired tooth contact
pattern is established from observation of the pattern ob-
tained under light load in a gear tooth pattern checker. It
is possible by selection of grinding wheel diameters and
grinding machine settings to vary the length, width, and
position of a tooth bearing.

With gear mountings that are rigid, the behavior of the tooth

bearing under lead is usually more predictable. Consequently,
it is usually possible to develop tooth bearing patterns which
are based on previous experience. However, in the case of
aircraft applications, the mounting designs are markedly dif-
ferent, in that rigidity is sacrificed in favor of weight

reduction. Therefore, it is seldom possible to accurately
predict, during the design stage, the type of tooth bearing
required at no load in a tooth pattern checker in order to
obtain the desired bearing pattern in the final gear mountings.
A study of the mounting design and operating conditions to-
gether with a judgement based on experience must be used to
establish the initial tooth bearing. From this point, the
development of the final tooth bearing is accomplished by
actual trial of the gears in their final mountings.

Tooth bearing pattern evaluations were made at the 50-percent
and 100-percent load levels on the first set of baseline test

gears. This was accomplished by applying rouge to the teeth
of the pinion member, in several sectors, and rotating the
gear set through mesh by hand. Results of this deflection
test were considered to be satisfactory and are shown in
Figure 12.
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SEST DATA

The objective of this experimental test program was to eval'uate
the material effect on performance of main power spiral bevel
gears operating in a nonlubricaied environment.

A summary of the test results is shown in Table IV, which
cdntains the pertinent information obtained during the test
phase, including part numbers, serial numbers,' gear type,
load levels, and test time.

Load Schedule

The basic 100-percent design load levzl for all of the fest-
cgears was e~tablished as 3333 pounds tangential load (10,000
inch-pounds pinion torque), resulting in a bending stress of
31,400 pounds per square inch and a contact stress of 211,000
pounds per square inch as calculated by the American Gear
ManufaCturers Association standards. I
Each gear set w"as subjected to two consecutive runs at the
50-percent load level-with lubrication, followed by a one-hour
run at the. specified load level with lubrication. At that
time, the lubricating oil was shut off by a remote-zontrolled
solenoid, and the test was continued for one-half hour maximum,
with no lubrication to the test gear mesh. LDringeach test
run vibration surveillance was provided by visual observation
of the oscilloscope traces (see Figure 13). Torque readings
were taken immediately after the conclusion of the nonlubri-
cation testing to determine the degree of torque lpss. Figure
14 presents a summary of the torque losses for all nonlubrica--
tion testing.

Temperat re Instrumentation

Temperature-sensitive gages were applied to the heel end of
the spiral bevel test pinions (see Figure 15) in an attempt

to record the blank temperature during the test runs, partic-
:ularly in the nonlubricated testing. These gages were heat
sensors,.on a plate, with self-adhesive and hermetically
sealed heat-sensitive elements which change chemical structure
at given calibrated temperatures. Two individual plates were
used on each test pinion in the following ranges: 230*F, 240°F,
2500 F, 260OF and 3500 F, 4000 Fo 4500 F, 5000F. Prior to
installation on the gears, several bench tests were conducted
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IA[!
TABLE IV. GEAR SPECIMEN DATA

Run Nonlubr.
Number/ Load Pinion Gear Run Time
Material (percent) (s/n) (s/n) (minutes)

1/9310 100 A102 A102 25

2/9310 100 A103 A103 13.5

3/VASCO 100 AI01 A102 25

4/VASCO 100 A104 A106 19

5/9310 85 A106 A105 30

6./VAS 0 35 A106 A107 17

7/9310 85 A!06 AICe6 30 I
8iVASCC 85 A109 A109 30

9/9310 75 A107 A107 30

10/VASCO 75 A11O All0 30

11/9310 75 A108 A108 30

12/S 75 A112 A113 30

JA
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with 4000F MIL-L-7808 lubricating oil to select a protective
coating for the temperature gages. Results of this experiment
indicated that .M-BOND 610 gage cement would provide the most
protection for the gages against the lubricating oil. However,
during the actual. testing, the gages either turned completely
black or were removed during nonlubrication testing.

Temperature-sensitive crayons were used as a backup method for
recording gear-blank temperatures at the end of the nonlubrica-
tion tests. The crayons were applied directly to the gear
teeth through the inspection cover at the conclusion of the
nonlubrication testing, and the results were recorded. During
the second baseline run, verification of the temperature evalu-
ation of the crayons W2s provided by using an external pyrom-
eter, which indicated approximately the same temperature as the
crayons-

Gear Testing

Twelve sets of spiral bevel gears were run on the test stand:
six sets of baseline test gears (AISI 9310 steel) and six sets
of VASCO-X2 test gears.

Baseline Test Gears - Each set consists of a pinion, part
number SK23410-1. and a gear. part numbr Ss.U3410-I. All
components were numbered serially:

Set No. 1 is pinion A102 with gear AI02
Set No. 2 is pinion A103 with gear A103
Set No. 3 is pinion AI05 with aear Ab05
Set No. 4 is pinion AI06 with gear A106
Set No. 5 is pinion AI07 with gear AI07
Set No. 6 is pinion AI08 with gear A108

'JSCO-fl Test Gears - Each ser consists of a ninio mart
number SK23411-I, and a gear. -alt nuWxr M-3412-13 All
components were numbered serially:

Set No. I is pinion AI0I with gear Mf02
SSet No. 2 is pirion A104 with cear A106

Set No. 3 is pinion A106 with gear A107
Set No. 4 is pinion A109 with gear A109
Set N a is pinion A!i0 with =ear AII0
S et No. 6 is minion A112 with aear All3,3 7



Testing was conducted in accordance with the load schedule.
The test procedure and the principal results are given in
Table V for the baseline gears and in Table WI for the
VASCO-X2 gears.

T un-in testing was done at the 50-percent load level- Visual
inspections of the tooth surfaces were conducted at the
conclusion of each run-in test. Results of these insnections
indicated no evidence of surface distress or darage. The load
runs were conducted at increased loads: 75 to 100 percent
(see Tables V and VI).

The nonlubrication testing was conducted by shutting off the
oil supply to the gear mesh in the middle of a load run and
continuing the load run until there was a significant growth
in the vibration signature. A rapid increase in vibration
(to a level more than t7 and a half times the level noted at
the beginning of nonlubrication testing) constituted a failure,
and the test run was ended- This criterion was developed as a
result of testing the first baseline gear set, and it was used
for all the remaining tests- Vibration data are given in
Tables VII and VIII. Thermochrm crayon temperatures are
given in Tables LX and X.

Pinion-blank temperatures and torque losses (aiven in Table
XI) were checked after each test within minutes of shutdown-
Torque losses are attribuited t" the dawace ana subse-ent
wearing away of material fr-n the contacting gear tocth pro-
files.

At the conclusion of the -- non lubrication testina, the tcoth sur-
faces of both mer-ers (pinion d - gear) were civen a visual
inspection. Photographs showirng the final con i~on of the
toot surfaces are given in Figures 16 and 17.

Baseline Gear Set Nuer I - At the end of the rn-in test-s, thetemprature gages were not exoed-. After 20 Minu%es of non-

lubrication testing., the vibration siafl -O to approximately
forr s %-t sga 1 seen al tie start of te test ri, a.--

te test uas ended. Tbe ranid grm-oth in vibraton si-nalocurre n a ve- shottie seconds), in-icating the need

for constant visual surveia.ce or the csci±ios-c_.xoe. Visnal
ins'cticn of the gear tooth surfaces at the end of nonlubrica-
tic. testing revealed severe scoring and -ita rrlow, heat dis-
coloration, and pitcbiline pittin-, but no cracks- etal was
tranerr-d frc the tins of the teeth vn the yre side and
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TABLE XI. OBSERVED DATA FROM NONLUBRICATION TESTING

Pinion-Blank Torque
Load Duration Temperatures Loss

Set (percent) (minutes) (OF) (percent)

Baseline Test Gears

1 100 25.0 650 to 1000 44.5
2 100 13.5 788 to 840 21.0
3 85 30.0 430 to 570 13.0
4 85 30.0 430 to 570 30.0
5 75 30.0 250 to 300 4.0
6 75 30.0 540 to 570 6.0

VASCO-X2 Test Gears

1 100 25.0 660 to 770 38.0
2 100 19.0 570 to 660 27.0
3 85 17.0 840 to 930 29.0
4 85 30.0 788 to 841 21.0
5 75 30.0 390 to 430 4.0
6 75 30.0 710 to 788 22.0

deposited in the fillet root in the form of a iretal fin on
practically every tooth of the pinion member. The gear member
was also heavily scored, but to a somewhat lesser degree than
the pinion, with heavy wear indications at the toe end of the
driven side. A great deal of metal debris was found in the
test housing. This debris was in the form of slivers and
splinters. The connecting cross-shaft to the slave bevel
gearbox developed heat color stains of light blue, violet,
brown, and amber, in that order, coming away from the test gear
mesh. Heat stains of comparable colors on 4340 steel (the
shaft material) usually indicate a temperature of 650°F to
750 0F.

Disassembly of the test pinion was difficult due to ovality
of the mounting holes. In addition, several areas indicated
the initial stage of welding the bolts to the mounting holes.
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Tie evidence oaf metal flow oan the Pinion gear teeth is a go-od
indcation that the tenerature exnerienced by the pinion blank

%ms in excess of 1-0000F. Tzhe temperature cages were missing

frca the oinnon and found in the test housing. All of theI terture dots on the sensor plates had turn&d black-

in iev of the extensive dance sustained durina this test run,
it nv -be said that--- this test could have -beens curtailed ear-
lier - H- ever. since there was no previous experience with
testint: conducted in this environment, it was nandat.orv to
continue the t11est run long enoug to sustain a reasonable

decree of dange-

Baseline Gear Set NIuber 2 - In-svect ion of the te-moerature
gages after run-in testing revealed that the lcn-.-tenerature

(33w?. 24015F. 250*F, 2COr1 dots were exuosed. In addition.
one high-temnzerature (350e--) dot% was exposed, buat this was
ble-ed to -be the result of a breakdown in the protect ive
coating -VisuaL insnecti on of the tooth surf aces at the eC n-ot
non Uhri crion testing reveale severe soagand r-etal f .cW
n-eat -.sco&..ra - and cdestructrve pitting onl %J=4e drive side
cf the znnon weojer - Heavy scc-rxnq vas evizdent on the drier
side of thte zatir aear =mer. along with' a lesser cecrree 0.
oi i- Con c-t zya-tterns were --isible on the coast side ofC

bot me--es -- c..atana cr'mLa~ on both sides of the

:-2--K nr a e -wn in the onson inonbln
-- r&~e eniarc were made wt- z-inute- shucc--owvn.

---ase c -e-k i-di--te&ua th-t tlr zii--l-atk terneraturewa
between The'?-11 -d -4tK hr §- a sofItentri 'l

the carbrirzed -atn, since :AI- 917.0 steel hs a t e: pe.-

=Baselin C-ea t '--=er 3 s 1=~ tl-et= -11 Sur-

fae ~ urca r- '- . -cvc-a h noa-- rc
__ a e ~ cen- -r= Me e=r t

Contact pattern r on the cos %-, s Z' -

me rs-z; now-ev- the -wr m=z lichter aJ.~e.t~"sAe

Baaseiie Gcr Set flbr -Visuiai insnec-tlon ofl the too th scur-
race of oth u--ers at theivel of nolbi-ation tstin e

-~ae oaions very sim1 ar to the third-J baseIi ne test set.

f--Winnow



Baseline Gear Set Number 5 - Visual inspection of the tooth sur-
faces at the end of nonlubrication testing revealed moderate to
heavy scoring, and moderate pitting at the pitchline of the
pinion member. The same condition prevailed on the tooth
surfaces of the 4ear member, but with less severity. The
pinion blank temperature checks indicated a blank te-perature
between 2500F and 3000 F, and the 230°F temperature dot was
exposed as well.

Baseline Gear Set Number 6 - Visual inspection of the tooth sur-
faces of both mmbe rs at the end of nonlubrication testing re-
vealed conditions very similar to the fifth baseline test set.

VASCO-X2 Gear Set Number 1 - After the first 50-percent load
run-in, inspection of the temperature plate gages indicated
that all of the lower temperature and three of the higher I
tererature dots were exnposed. This exposure was believed t-
be the result of failure of the protective coating and
exposure to the lubricating oil.

Visual inspection of the gear tooth surfaces at the end of non-

lubrication testing revealed heavy scoring and pitting on the
driven side of the pinion member. Scoring and pitting were
evident on the driven side of the mating gear nexer; however,
the damage was not as severe when co-n:red to the pinion
member. There was no visible evidence of cracks on either
member. Contact patterns were visible on the coast side of
both mebers, indicating that the installation backlash was
insufficient to counteract thermal exnoansion during the non-
lubrication testing.

1ZSOO-X2 Gear Set Number 2 - Visual inspection of the gear tooth
surfaces at the end of nonlubrication testing reveaied severe
scoring and heavy pitting at the pitchine of the pinion
member. In addition, metal debris was denosited on the coast
side, particularly near the heel end. The gear em ber dis-
Played scoring and pitting similar to the pinion, but with less
severity. There was no visible evidence of cracks on either
member. Contact natterns were visible on the coast side o:
both members, indicating that the installation backlash = waz.
insufficient to counteract ther-z, expansion during the non-
lubrication testing.

VASCO-X2 Cear Set Nu-ibr 3 - Visual inspection of the gear tooth
surfaces at the end of nonlubrication testing revealed severe
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scoring and 'heavy pitting at the pitchline of the pinion
member. In addition, metal debris was deposited along the
tooth surfaces. The gear member a i. 9layed scoring and pitting
sim.lar to the pinion, but with less severity; the tooth surface
of the aear member and the topland were rough with metal that
ha. been deposited in these areas. There was no visible
evidence of cracks on either member. Contact patterns were
visible on the coast side of both members, indicating that the
installation backlash was insufficient to counteract thermal
expansion during the nonlubrication testing.

VASCO-X2 Gear Set Number 4 - Visual inspection of the gear tooth
surfaces at the end of nonlubrication testing revealed heavy
scoring and moderate pitchline pitting of the pinion member.
The gear member displayed scoring and pitting similar to the
pinion, but with less severity. Contact patterns were visible
on the coast side of both members, however they were much
lighter and covered less area than any of the previous tests.
There was no visible evidence of crachs on either member.

VASCO-X2 Gear Set Number 5 - Visual inspection of the gear
tooth surfaces at the end of nonlubrication testing revealed
moderate scoring and pitchline pitting of the pinion member.
The gear rember displayed similar conditions, but with less
severity. There was no visible evidence of cracks on either
member.

VASCO-X2 Gear Set Number 6 - Visual inspection of the gear tooth
surfaces at the end of nonlubrication testing revealed heavy
scoring and moderate pitchline pitting of the pinion member.
The gear member displayed similar conditions, but with less
severity. There was no visible evidence of cracks on either
member.

MTALLURGICAL E -XLUATION

A destrLctive ,.,tallurgica! examination was performed on one
baseline spirai bevel pinion (serial number Ai03) subjected to
the 100-percent load level and run for 13.5 minutes, and on

lo:e VASCO-X2 steel spiral bevel pinion (scrial number A101)
subjected to the 100-percent load level and run for 23 minuteL.
The results of -his investigatior are shown in Figures 18 and
19.

Both test pin,3,.s displayed excessive wear on the drive sie
of the tooth profiles, resulting in a wearing away of n-ost of
the carburized layer. Plastic flow of wetal from the drive
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flank over the tip onto the. coast side was apparent on both
test pinions.

In general, the metallurgical examination revealed thlt both
test pinions were subjected to extremely high temperatures.
The VASCO-X2 pinion displayed streaks of radial 'ehardening,
shown in Figures 20 and 21. on the drive flank of each tooth.
A section taken through one of these localized streaks is
shown in Figure 21. It is estiated that this area was sub-
jected to a temperature in excess of 17000F.

Table XI1 presents a comparison of hardness along the tooth
profile of the two test pinions at the toe and heel positions
at two locations 1800 apart. This table reveals a higher
hardness for the VASCO-X2 pinion along the entire tooth profile
and in the tooth core. Figures 22 and 23 present metallo-
graphic profiles of the gear teeth. Figure 24 shows effective
case dept. .of selected positions.

Drive Flank "o:

I
-S-

- - -=

(Note amount- of plastic

Figure 18. Baseline Pinion Gear (Al--) After 13,5 Minutes

of Oil Starvation at 100-Percent Load.
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wp'

ite

(Note aniount ofrlasu-c
frlow On tCoothn tips.'

Figure 19. 'VASCO-X2 jPjrion Gear (AIOI) After 23 Nxlnutes
of oil Starvation at 100-Percent Load.
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(No~~~~~ aeadnn caaersics (Rehardening characteristicsexhibited) 
exhibited on each toot- a ddrendum

AI

Fi.gure 20. 1
3
seliine and VAS'ZC-X2 Pinion Gears (A103

andA10) AterNitali-Etch Inspection.

*C~2n:~ Sroaks * cSection :rur

*Pigure 21- Rehardening Charatteristics E~xhibited by.
VASCO--x2 Pinion Gear ( 101) After Nital-Etch Inspection.
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TABLE XII. HARDNESS DETERMINATION

Rockwell "C" iBardness
Baseline VASCO-X2
Pinion Pinion

Location on Teeth (A03) (A101)

00 Diameter

Adjacent to surface in carburized area

Drive flark - toe position 39 55
heel Position 37 52

Nondrive flank -toe poition 47 58

heel psition 44 54

Root toe position 44 55
heel position 40 54 I

Core of tooth - toe position 30-32 46

(approxinately heel position 27-28 45-46
0.1 inch from
surface)

1800 Diameter

Adjacent to surface in carburized area

r-ire flank - toe nosition 42 40
heel position 39 38

Nondrive flank - toe position 49 54
heel position 45 43

Root - toe position 48 52
heel position 44 46

Core of tooth - toe position 33-36 45
(approximately heel position 30-31 35-38
0.1 inch from
srrfaz:e)

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 24. Effective Case Depths and Hardness Traverse

Data of Drive Flanks at the 1800 Position.
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CONCLUSIONS

. The pro-osed method of measuring blank tenmerature by the
use of gages durin the nonLubrication testing proved to
be unsuccessfrul due to exposure of the gages to the lubri-
cating oil and/or exosure to the excessively high temper-
atures. A substitute method employing thermal c-rayons was
utilized as a backun. This method can only be used at the
conclusion of the individual tests, and it is a j."udgeent
evaluation with regard to color change in a s-ecified time
interval. Therefore, the accuracy of tais nethcJ is cues-
tionable as to the determination of the actual gea-blanx
te=trature. However, these temperature deter-minat o .-s
were used as index nunbrs for co-arisons bete-en tests.

2. Destructive metallurgical evaluation of both a 9310 steel
pinion an-d VASCO-X2 steel pinion rafter co=_ietion of
the 100-percent load nonlubrication test) revealed consid-
Serable metal f~low in bo th cases. This would conservativelv
indicate pinion-blanA t-ereatures exceeding 11000F. It
is therefore concluded that gears fa bricated frm differenti-e C t-2 -- %_

copositio-s of steel, subjected to these temperature
levels, will not provide significant improvements -

lubricated oneratina time.

3. This test progr- utilized spiral bevel gears whic were
recrou&- to restore tJe tooth surfaces. The re in in-
creased the installation backlash by an-roximateiv -we
the design backlasn. Results of the nonlubricatic. test-
ing at, the 85-ercent and, 100-percent load levels inicated
that contact was made on both sides of the teeth. This
was evidenced by the resulting coast patterns on bctn me--hers (inio- and gear). This indicates that even with the

increased backlash, there was ins u ficent clearance to
accoate therm-al exn-nasion during the nonlubricatio

testi- It can be concl ued that standard backLash could
have resulted in an early failure.

4. Both the VASCO-X2 ste-i soiral bevel gears and t! e S
9310 steel spiral bevel gears successfully cmleted non-lubrication testing f 30 inutes at th i
level. Visual exinatin of the gear tooth surfaces
indicated light surface distress in -e-th cases. This
would indicate that t.e operating load level has a sinf-
icant effect on gear erformance i n a nonlubricated envi
ronmet. However, it should be noted that this tCs - was
conducted with increased backlash and in the moderate
speed regime, (pitchline velocity. 5360 feet per minute).
Comparisons should be restricted to designs with cc-pa-
rable narazeters.
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5- Experimental gear testing usually results in significant
data scatter, thereby requiring a sufficient number of
test speci--ns to accomulish a statistical evaluation of
the test results. This program consisted of a very small
number of test specimens; conseuuently, the test results
generated by this proaram should be evaluated with
discretion -

U

I~I-
iI
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IRECOM-10 M-DAIONZS

Based on the reWs !" otined fnn the exnerirwt-al testing
and frc& the evaluation nerforrmed in the excto othis
program, it11 is ror_-rae trn a- fu-ther work -be a-irecrtec in

1.Conduct a destruct-ive =-etai luroical eamiration of theI
VAMSCO-X2 steeps-a-nv±ger n the AISi 9-310 steel

=sniral bevel azears which4- survived the IS-vercent load
testB-g ("'niomuriaon to establish compso of
the effect of9 the4 reduced load on the two cear materials -

=2- Conduct an enerxmentai test pro0gram_ with1 AISi 9310
(AYSG2ES) 8110-- VA,-SCOX-:2 steel sniral bevel aears coe-lratinac
under conditions ofI -niim oil flow to sustain cozntinuec
oneration for at least 30 n-inutes. This n-rcn-ose3 program

would- riovd eseta data for thc design of emrgenc~y
hhelicooter transmission lubrication svst, -s icroating
con1cepts suchn as the viscous n.A
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